Exploring novel single nucleotide polymorphisms and haplotypes of the diacylglycerol O-acyltransferase 1 (DGAT1) gene and their effects on protein structure in Iranian buffalo.
Diacylglycerol O-acyltransferase 1 (DGAT1) plays a key role in the synthesis of triglycerides. Recent studies have shown that a transition mutation resulting in substitutions of guanine by adenine in the DGAT1 gene in cattle has considerable effects on milk yield and composition. Currently, there is no systematic research reporting on the utilization of this gene segment in Iranian buffalo (Bubalus bubalis). In this study, the genetic differentiation of three indigenous Iranian buffalo populations was investigated in the region spanning exon 3 to exon 17 of the DGAT1 gene. A total of 200 buffaloes were genotyped, all the samples were sequenced directly in both directions with forward and reverse sequencing primers. Sequence analysis showed novel SNPs compared to the reference GenBank sequence (DQ886485) at nucleotide positions g.6097A>G, g.7036C>T, g.7338G>A, g.7710C>T, g.8087C>T, g.8259G>A, g.8275G>A, g.8367C>T, and g.8426C>T. No polymorphisms were found within exon 8. Therefore, the K232A position was thought to be a conserved and fixed region for high milk fat content (K allele) in Bos indicus and all buffalo breeds. Comparison with Indian buffalo revealed three exonic SNPs, one of which was nonsynonymous. A unique 22 bp insertion was observed in intron 10 of DGAT1. Linkage disequilibrium analysis allowed the identification of nine haplotypes among the sampled animals. To our knowledge, this is the first report of sequencing analysis of the DGAT1 gene in Iranian buffalo. Our results suggest that genetic diversity exists and could be useful in examining the association between the DGAT1 gene and milk production traits in buffalo.